
2' 10"

4'

3' 4"

Fire brick floor over rock fill and 1" concrete,
Durock sheet and 3/4" heat stop mortar flush
with top of patio blocks

Arched firebrick roof
supported by 2" styrofoam
form at joints during brick
layup

1" heat stop applied over
arched fire brick and
end walls

Fire brick pattern 
at back of ovenFirebrick at front

in place of patio
block to support
firebrick floor ledge

2" patio block
over 8" blocks

1/2 patio
block

Rock to within 1-1/2" of top
with Durock and 1" heatstop
flush with top of patio block

Rock fill with 1" concrete
for base for one layer
of Durock.


 

Fire brick baffle 

3

3

36 firebrick cut at
9 degrees each side

3

Self-supporting
fire brick forming
door opening at
front

Firebrick baffle
(Self supporting)

1' 11"

Note:

Make full-size forms on 2" styrofoam.

Following an arc of 11-1/2" drawn
on the styrofoam, stand the trimmed
bricks on end, distributing them about
1/8" apart. With a "Sharpie" trace the
inside faces onto the styrofoam. To aid
in spacing the bricks during layup, mark
a "tick" at each brick intersection. Cut
the form at the lines traced from the
brick face.

(Because the roof stands outside of the
firebrick floor, cut 1-1/4" from the
bottom to allow for the thickness of the
floor.)

Using the first as a pattern, make four
addional copies of the form. Keep them
in the same orientation.




Approximately 11-1/2" radius

Four firebrick cut
in half lengthwise
(9 degrees on one
side only)

Two 1" sections
cut off the brick
that is omitted here
for the chimney
(They act as the
keystones here)

6" galvanized thimble

Mixture of mortar and perllite
4" to 6" over all with layers of
poltry netting imbedded

1' 10-1/2"

1-1/4"

Firebrick
back wall


